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BACKGROUND OF WORKSHOP:
GTU’s Centre for Industrial Design (OPEN DESIGN SCHOOL) is engaged in introducing design driven
innovation at GTU. GTU has introduced a very new, innovative - Design Engineering subject in 3rd
semester, it is a first of its kind initiation in Indian Education System. A strong 6-semester spine of
Design Engineering has been included in the syllabi. To move a step forward in this direction GTU’s
Centre for Industrial Design (OPEN DESIGN SCHOOL) has conducted a series of seminars/workshops
to sensitize the design driven innovation intervention for 3rd semester and final year projects and
create a framework for the same. During 3rdsemester, 8 Faculty Development programs (FDP) were
organized in the months of August to November, 2014. In all, 590 faculty members have been
trained for Design Thinking Methodology from approx. 115 Engineering colleges and 20 different
Engineering disciplines. To leverage this subject to next level in continuation with 3rdsemester,
14more FDPs till date have been organized and around 950 Faculty members have been trained.
With the directive and motivation from Honourable Vice Chancellor of GTU to bring international
perspective in teaching Design Engineering, PG Center for Industrial Design (OPEN DESIGN
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SCHOOL)is organizing seminars and workshops inviting faculties from India and overseas. During the
meeting of Dr. Akshai Aggarwal, Vice Chancellor, GTU with Dr. Alaa S. Abd-El-Aziz President,
University of Prince Edward Island (UPEI) CANADA on 10th January, 2015, it was decided to work
jointly in various fields of Technology and Design Engineering. Dr. Alaa explained detailed plan of
UPEI’s School of Sustainable Design Engineering and was happy to learn about GTU’s spine of six
Design courses. (Report at: http://gsn.gtu.ac.in/article/2015/1/16/130658750278856000.pdf )
In order to share best practices in teaching of Design Engineering and bring international
perspective, GTU invited Prof. Elizabeth Osgood, Design Engineering professor from University of
Prince Edward Island (UPEI), Canada as a part of two daysworkshop on 22 – 23 April, 2015. 45 faculty
members participated from various GTU affiliated colleges in this workshop. The major goal was to
exchange the Design Thinking based information with perspective of culture and environment at
both the Universities.
Day 1(22ndApril 2015):
Inaugural Ceremony
During the inaugural session Shri J.C. Lilani (I/C Registrar), Shri Naresh Jadeja (Deputy Director)
shared their views regarding importance of the Design Engineering subjects and Engineers having
Design Thinking perspective. Shri Lilani added that it was the visionary direction and efforts of Dr.
Akshai Aggarwal, Honourable VC of GTU that covert dream of implementing Design Engineering
(thinking) in all the stream of Degree Engineering. Prof. Karmajitsinh Bihola (A.P.-Design Engineering)
gave outline of two days program. Prof. Bihola also informed all the participants regarding the status
of the Design Engineering at the University and the future planning from the team.

Moments of the Inauguration ceremony

Session 1: Understanding the importance of Design Engineering: its Needs, Tools and Team
formation
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The first session is planned in a manner that without delivering anything orally and via warm up
exercise the basics of the Design Engineering could be discussed. During the session Prof. Libby
involved the faculties actively by sticking different 19 questions on the wall of the workshop hall. The
questions are formed in such a way that indicates the mind-set of the faculty members giving idea of
their thinking related to curriculum work and Design Engineering subject.The faculty members have
to answer all the questions pasted at the wall covering hall’s first end to last end. Later on the
interaction between mentors and participants was based on this activity. During the session, ice
breaking exercises also included to break the barriers between participants by making participants
standing birthdate wise and giving analysis of the performed exercise.
Prof. Libby discussed the Design Thinking Need and Importance via presentation and afterwards the
discussion took place from the same. The session concluded focusing on characteristics of the Design
Thinker like Human- and environment-centredconcern, Ability to visualize, Predisposition toward
multi functionality, Systemic vision, Ability to use language as a tool, Affinity for teamwork, Avoiding
the necessity of choice.

Participants discussing their view and answers pasted at wall
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Prof. Libby Forming teams and discussing Need and Importance of Design Thinking
Session 2: How to form groups/teams
The second session wasfocused on different ways of forming the teams or groups.Prof. Libby with
the help of various examples explained the need of such activity to get the predicted output. During
the session all of the participants passed through practical experience of making teams. Prof. Libby
divided the strategies of forming teams in four simple ways:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Faculty forms the team
Student forms teams by themself
Randomly formation of team
Hybrid of all above

All the possibilities mentioned above of forming team have been linked with length/ duration of the
project and reason of forming team. The categorization ofthem had been done on the various basis
like:
(a) Based on length of Project
1. Number of days project (1 to 10 days)
2. Number of month project (1 to 6 months)
3. Number of year project (0.5 to 2 years)
(b) Based on reason of project
1. For Discussion and practical of subject
2. For some house hold small (minor) projects
3. For long term semester based project (IDP & UDP as per GTU)
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For Randomly selection, mentor introduced some methods and implemented practically to the
participants
1. Selecting Cards and as per same number forming a team
2. Write your number (enrolment number) and put it in jar and picking the chits forms a team
All the participants were mainly interested in hybrid ways to form a team. Mentor defined the
abilities of student in four different things.
1.
2.
3.
4.

An analyser (who can do analysis of data)
Project Organiser (who manages all the project)
Stream wise technical Skill person (Mechanical, Electronics, Software and etc.)
Concept Ideator (Person who visualises the Idea, a solution for the problem)

The session concluded indicating, - to form the team/ group, students have to identify the ability
inside them.Students can choose their partners or mentor, can do the same on behalf of them, but
the team must contain one member among them having and one of the four abilities and this can
make perfect team for short or long term project.
Before the third session of day 1, mentor presented an opinion and understanding of Design thinking
based project from problem identification to the final solution and compared it with our
conventional way of the project.
Mentor explained that Design Engineering Process includes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Define the Problem
Do Background Research
Specify Requirements
Create Alternative Solutions
Choose the Best Solution
Do Development Work
Build a Prototype
Test and Redesign

It was shared that Design Thinking is an iterative process, as the process passes through five phases
as Examine, Understand, Ideate & Refine, Prototype and Evaluate. After evaluating it can again
startfrom examination in order to get better solution or outcome. Prof. Libby also stressed on the
required qualities a design engineering subject teacher must have.

Session 3: Different tools and techniques usedin Design Thinking Projects globally
During the session various tools and techniques used in Design Thinking projects globally like
logbook use, ethnographic observation, story boarding, some brainstorming techniques, mind
mapping, prototypingwere discussed with importance of each along with some hands on session.
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Prof. Libby interacting with Faculty members during the session

Prof. Libby informed the audience regarding benefits of introducing the Logbook, as it contains all
the data related to project and should be written in proper manner to define the problem and ideate
the solution. The Logbook is important in segment of the observation and ideation too as it always
mentions whatever work has been done. Prof. Gagandip Khanduja (A.P.-Design Engineering) linked
the Logbook concept with GTU’s Project Monitoring and Mentoring System (PMMS) portal and made
faculties understand that University always believes that rigorous monitoring of the idea (problem at
preliminary stage) will result in desired output in the end. Hence currently University has
implemented the same thing but in different manner and at the moment for the final year student’s
project work.
The session concluded emphasising that logbook should include content/ information like Meeting
minutes, Brainstorming topics, relevant Engineering Analysis, Drawings related to idea/ observation,
Internet Search related to domain/ environment etc.
Session 4: Case Studies presentation by Participants
During the fourth session, Faculty members presented their ideas regarding importance of the
Design Thinking into the design curriculum. As all the invited faculties were trained during the
Faculty Development Programs (FDPs) organized by the University, few of them presented the work
carried out by them so far in their respective class sessions at their institutions.
Prof. Libby appreciated the techniques adopted by the faculty members and gave few inputs to
include the various methods discussed in the previous sessions of the day to make sessions of the
class more effective.
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Prof. Libby sharing view and Faculty members during the session
The below listed faculty members discussed the class session experience via presentation during the
session:
1. Prof. N.D. Mehta, (A.P., Power Electronics Department, VGEC-Chandkheda)
2. Prof. Chitralekha Nahar, (A.P., Mechanical Engineering, SPBPEC-Mehsana)
3. Prof. Jaimini Gohel, (A.P., Electrical Engineering Department, GIT-Kalol)
4. Prof. Nitin Padariya, (A.P., Information Technology Department, SVBIT-Vasan)

Faculty members sharing their class experience during the session
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Round Table Discussion with Council of Deans and Design Experts
The input and advice from the experts and higher authorities are very much important to move
further in the proper direction to achieve the desired result of the subject. With this intention, a
round table discussion session was organized at the end of the day one. The discussion includes
various critical points related to Design Engineering subject curriculum that includes the evaluation
scheme and the sub components of the same, guidelines for the upcoming year session, how to
make class session more interesting, collective efforts can prevent the repetition of idea and the
final year project can become valuable etc.
During the panel discussion R.K. Gajjar (Principal, VGEC-Chnadkheda), Dr. N.M. Bhatt (Dean-PG,
GTU), Mr. Hiranmay Mahanta (Honorary Director, GTU Innovation Council)sharedtheir views
regarding the various questions raised by the participants. Prof. Libby also shared her views onto the
topic of quality of work by adding that it would come when we all together implement the things in
proper manner, the collective efforts are very important.The healthy discussion took place and
facultieswere asked for different tools for team Forming, Ideation and Logbook writing.The major
discussion was done on how to evaluate student’s projects.

View of Panel Discussion session
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Day 2 (23rd April 2015):
Session 1: Design Thinking with academic approach and practices at UPEI
During day one of the workshop, the discussion took place on various topic related to importance
and need of the Design Thinking and approach of GTU. Prof. Libby started the first session of the
second day with Design Thinking Practicesat UPEI. The session was based on the approach taken by
UPEI for the Design Thinking subject. To clarify the things like how to look at the things, observation
techniques, interaction and environment, Prof. Libby shown three shortprojects videos carried out at
their University by the 2nd year students. The topics of the project were:
1. Walk on water
2. Flying a handmade plane
3. Rub Gold-burg machine
The intention was to show that students can make small team, they are allowed to spend very
limited amount of money to complete the project in place of the expensive material they are being
asked torecycle the waste and complete the tasks of their projects. Prof. Libby also shared that some
of the projects also carried out into the Kenya too; where there was real need of the innovation from
the existing things to make the structure better to help out the people living there, specifically for
their schools.Students are also doing the client project (excellent phase of the project at UPEI) in
which student find the problem from farms in 1st year and provide solution for them. The students
are made aware by giving them first mini project statement like “Made for Mom” or some in-house
hold things to create emotional connection with the subject and so students don’t have to run for
the problem statement as they are very familiar with the environment and later can think out of box.
During the session, the discussion was also taken place regarding the Sustainable Design Engineering
and approach for the same. Prof. Libby discussed the Sustainable with the help of the Venn-Diagram
of Sustainable Development. The detailed various parts of the diagram and how to take the things
into the approach to make the project or coming idea better and sustainable were discussed.
Prof. Libby informed that for the Sustainable Design one must have fulfilled four criterias that are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Environment Friendliness
Economical solution of the problem
Social acceptance of the product
Maximum Sustainability
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Venn-Diagram of Sustainable Development

Prof. Libby during the session and in discussion with participants

Session 2: Using non-traditional role-playing such as in murder mysteries
A role play places the learner into a learning situation closely resembling the real life environment in
which the desired behaviour will be exhibited. Situating the learner in, as realistic a situation as
possible, increases the on-the-job recall, knowledge transfer and reinforcement of appropriate
behaviour. Taking this theme into the account,Prof. Libby took out a special exercise for participants;
they have to play a role of a person and feel to be in practical situation. For the exercise a fiction
situation was made up, as “NASA is launching a satellite” and all the participants have to play the
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role of different positions, from various posts of organization starting from Manager to General
People.All participants have enjoyed this part as they were acting as actors, but at the same time
they have to make some decision by themselves. This exercise can be done to check the teamwork,
to test the inter-personal skills, to Practice verbal communication with client, people and media in
case.

Role playing for Comet Caper by all participants
Session 3: Developing professional skills across the curriculum for Design Engineering
Professional skills development for graduate students has been a topic of discussion among
university graduate communities and GTU in particular. The phrase “professional skills” is used in the
broad sense to describe skills that complement the disciplinary knowledge and disciplinary technical
skills that remain the most important aspects of any graduate training. Prof. Libby added that by
skills mean behaviours that can be learned, that can be improved with practice, that require
reflection, and that benefit from on-going coaching. To be competitive then, graduate students more
and more need to engage in on-going development of their skills in areas that complement their
academic programs and enhance their employability.Expert divided skills Ethics, Sustainability, Social
justice and Professional practices. After explanation of all the skills, the expert asked all the
participants to take an example, asked them to mention the professional skills which can be
incorporated with it andstick that example to the wall and represent their reasons to other
participants, to understand each other’s reasons to have that particular professional skill in their
project.
Session 4: Project/Domain Selection tips and discussion on live Industrial examples of Design
Prof. Libby discussed that unlike some other project management methodologies, design thinking
doesn’t need to be applied to an entire project or from the start of a project. You can start small
with design thinking and apply it from wherever you are now. Start with the parts of the project that
you have control or influence over.At closing of the workshop session,Prof. Libby took feedback in
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creative way, by asking to raise the colour sticky notes provided to the participants for their
answers.The same method of taking the feedback at glance, one can quicklyuse such method. For
the session, the expert used the signs like:





Blue = Never tried never will
Red = Tried but don’t like it
Purple = Never tried but will try
Yellow = Tried and liked it

Prof. Libby taking Feedback using Colour code for entire workshop
Valedictory Session
In the valedictory session Dr. Akshai Aggarwal, Honourable Vice Chancellor-GTU, Mr. Rajnikant Patel,
Honorary Director, Graduate School of Smart Cities Development,and Advisor (Research
andconsultancy Service cell)-GTUand Mr. Naresh Jadeja,Deputy Director-GTU with Prof. Libby
(Elizabeth) OsgoodSchool of Sustainable Design Engineering-UPEI, Canada were present.Prof. Jaimin
Dave (A.P.-Design Engineering)gave valedictory speech and thanked all the participants, Prof. Libby,
Vice Chancellor Sir and Rajnikant Patel Sir for joiningand guidingall to the future of design
engineering and lastlyto the Design Team of GTU, because of whose efforts this workshop became
feasible.Dr. Aggarwal Sirmotivatedall the faculties for the Design Engineering subject and discussed
future plans for the upcoming semesters. Sir also appreciated the efforts made by Prof. Libby and to
share her view with GTU Faculty community.
At the end of the workshop Mr. Rajnikant Patel felicitated Prof. Libby by memento from the
University. Mr. Rajnikant Patel and Mr. Naresh Jadeja awarded the Certificate to all the participants.
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View of Valedictory Ceremony

Felicitation and Certificate Distribution Ceremony
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MOU between Gujarat Technological University and University of Prince Edward Island:
On 24th April 2015, discussionswhich was started on 10th January, 2015 to have collaboration
between GTU and UPEI, Canada was signed in the form of a Memorandum of Understanding. GTU
and UPEI agreed to faculty and student exchange programs and jointly organizing Seminar,
Workshops and Conferences.

MOU signing ceremony between Gujarat Technological University, India and
University of Prince Edward Island, Canada

Report by:
Asst. Prof. Jaimin Dave (Open Design School GTU), ap_jaimin@gtu.edu.in
Asst. Prof. Gagandip Khanduja (Open Design School GTU), ap_gagandip@gtu.edu.in
Asst. Prof. Karmjitsinh Bihola (Open Design School GTU), ap_ksrmjitsinh@gtu.edu.in
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